Control Statements

Syntax

```
- VAT (VAT [: VAV] [VAV] [: VAT])
- CNV (CNV [: CNV] [CNV] [: CNV])
- VAT (VAT [: VAV] [VAV] [: VAT])
```

Changes

- Change the VAT syntax to allow for multiple VATs within a single contract. This will enable more flexible and dynamic pricing structures.
- Update the CNV syntax to support conditional CNVs, allowing for more complex virtual machine configurations.

Note

- The changes are effective for contracts starting from the next quarter and will be rolled out gradually to ensure smooth transition.

Example

```
- [CNV] VAT = 0.2
- [CNV] VAT = 0.3
- [CNV] VAT = 0.4
```

This example demonstrates the use of multiple VATs within a single contract, showcasing the flexibility and adaptability of the new syntax.

By implementing these changes, we aim to enhance the scalability and efficiency of our virtual machine management system, catering to the diverse needs of our clients.